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Considering a range of neglected material, this book provides a richer view of how crime and criminality were understood
between the wars.
This book offers a much needed alternative to the more traditional texts used to teach writing instruction. Grounded in
history, the book clarifies changing theoretical and practical approaches to teaching writing, critically assessing each
approach in relation to the social and political movements of the day, both within and beyond the university. The author
takes us inside the real world of writing instruction; not only from the viewpoint of instructor, but as seen through the eyes
of students struggling to make sense of the expectations of writing class. Mitchell emphasizes that "writing" entails far
more than putting words to paper, and delves into contextually variable culturally defined expectations, that include
multiple linguistic forms - both oral and written - highlighting the complexity of writing(s), while engaging the reader in
lively academic debates about language and society.
From Harriet Beecher Stowe's image of the Mississippi's "bosom" to Henry David Thoreau's Cape Cod as "the bared and
bended arm of Massachusetts," the American environment has been represented in terms of the human body. Exploring
such instances of embodiment, Cecelia Tichi exposes the historically varied and often contrary geomorphic expression of
a national paradigm.
This study explores the vestiges of primitive sacrificial rituals that emerge in a group of canonical modernist novels,
including The Turn of the Screw, Heart of Darkness, The Good Soldier, The Great Gatsby, and To the Lighthouse. It
argues that these novels reenact a process that achieved its seminal expression in the Genesis story of The Binding of
Isaac, in which Abraham, having been prevented from sacrificing Isaac, offers up a ram in his place. Modernist
reenactments of this pattern present narrators who, although vigorously protesting the victimization of certain characters,
unfailingly seize upon others as their surrogates. Each novel is designed in such a way, however, as to resist the
reconstruction of a sacrificial ritual to which its narrator is prone. The resulting tension between the binding and unbinding
of ritual persecution dramatizes the paradox that we can neither believe convincingly in the guilt of our scapegoats nor
imagine a society that has dispensed with them entirely. Thomas Cousineau is Professor of English at Washington
College in Maryland.
Secondary schools are continually faced with the task of preparing students for a world that is more connected,
advanced, and globalized than ever before. In order to adequately prepare students for their future, educators must
provide them with strong reading and writing skills, as well as the ability to understand scientific concepts. The Handbook
of Research on Science Literacy Integration in Classroom Environments is a pivotal reference source that provides vital
research on the importance of cross-curriculum/discipline connections in improving student understanding and education.
While highlighting topics such as curriculum integration, online learning, and instructional coaching, this publication
explores practices in teaching students how to analyze and interpret data, as well as reading, writing, and speaking. This
book is ideally designed for teachers, graduate-level students, academicians, instructional designers, administrators, and
education researchers seeking current research on science literacy adoption in contemporary classrooms.
Timely, thoughtful, and comprehensive, this text directly supports pre-service and in-service teachers in developing
curriculum and instruction that both addresses and exceeds the requirements of the Common Core State Standards.
Adopting a critical inquiry approach, it demonstrates how the Standards’ highest and best intentions for student success
can be implemented from a critical, culturally relevant perspective firmly grounded in current literacy learning theory and
research. It provides specific examples of teachers using the critical inquiry curriculum framework of identifying problems
and issues, adopting alternative perspectives, and entertaining change in their classrooms to illustrate how the Standards
can not only be addressed but also surpassed through engaging instruction. The Second Edition provides new material
on adopting a critical inquiry approach to enhance student engagement and critical thinking planning instruction to
effectively implement the CCSS in the classroom fostering critical response to literary and informational texts using YA
literature and literature by authors of color integrating drama activities into literature and speaking/listening instruction
teaching informational, explanatory, argumentative, and narrative writing working with ELL students to address the
language Standards using digital tools and apps to respond to and create digital texts employing formative assessment to
provide supportive feedback preparing students for the PARCC and Smarter Balanced assessments using the book’s
wiki site http://englishccss.pbworks.com for further resources
Provides specific teaching strategies for each chapter and classroom-tested oral, written, drawing, and dramatic activities that help students
make meaning out of the novel and engage them in its thematic and affective elements.
This book addresses the shape of English studies beyond the ‘center’ by analyzing how the discipline has developed, and by considering
how lessons from this analysis relate to the discipline as a whole. The book aims to open a cross-disciplinary conversation about the nature
of the English major in both non-Anglophone and Anglophone countries by addressing the tensions between language and literature
pedagogy, the relevance of a focus on hyper-canonical Anglophone literature in a world of global Englishes, world literature, and multilingual
students, and by reflecting on the necessary contingency and cross-purposes of blended literature and language classrooms. Many of the
book’s points of discussion arise from the author’s experience as an English professor in Japan, where the particularities of English
language and literature pedagogy raise significant challenges to Anglo-centric critical and pedagogical assumptions. English Studies Beyond
the ‘Center’: Teaching Literature and the Future of Global English therefore argues that English literature must make a case for itself by
understanding its place in a newly configured discipline. Issues discussed in the book include: English language and literature pedagogy in
Japan The modes through which EFL and English literary studies converge and diverge Globalized English beyond the Anglo-American
perspective English classroom practices, particularly in Japan
Using Virtual Reality in English Language Arts Education provides researched-based teaching practices and strong theoretical support for
teaching English Language Arts with Virtual and Augmented Reality tools. It is perfect for teachers of any experience level, with or without
prior experience with VR/AR.
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Provides interpretations of the images found on a traditional tarot deck.
In the nineteenth century, many American Protestants expected almost limitless, orderly progress as Christianity and democracy spread and
as technology and prosperity increased. Yet they also believed that, many centuries hence, after progress had run its course, the Second
Coming of Jesus and a supernatural End to the world would occur. If these Protestants had one foot in the world of steamships and the
telegraph, the other remained firmly planted in the cosmos of the Apocalype--a universe where angels poured out vials of wrath, where the
dead would rise again, and where the wicked would be cast forever into a lake of burning fire.
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Creative Writing Practice: reflections on form and process explores the craft of creative writing by illuminating the practices of
writers and writer-educators. Demonstrating solutions to problems in different forms and genres, the contributors draw on their
professional and personal experiences to examine specific and practical challenges that writers must confront and solve in order to
write. This book discusses a range of approaches to writing, such as the early working out of projects, the idea of experimentation,
of narrative time, and of failure. With its strong focus on process, Creative Writing Practice is a valuable guide for students,
scholars and practitioners of creative writing.
Dirigido a estudiantes de la UNED para la asignatura "Literatura Norteamericana y Contemporanea" del grado "Estudios Ingleses:
Lengua, Literatura y Cultura". Ofrece un recorrido por la vida de los autores, las preocupaciones del siglo XX en la literatura
americana y presta principal atención al modernismo y al posmodernismo como grandes momentos culturales.
Today more and more ethnically, culturally, and linguistically diverse students enroll in our college and university courses. These
diverse, multilingual students enrich our campuses and at the same time present challenges. Who are these students? What skills
do these diverse students need to be successful in college? How can faculty help them succeed? For faculty in all disciplines
seeking answers to these questions, this is an essential book. This text provides practical advice on how to assist these students
with academic tasks and how to help them to succeed in the academy.
Fitzgerald's first novel in the authoritative Cambridge edition, now available as a paperback.
First Published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Camera Works is about the impact of photography and film on modern art and literature. For many artists and writers, these new
media offered hope of new means of representation, neither linguistic nor pictorial, but hovering in a kind of utopian space
between. At the same time, the new media introduced a dramatic element of novelty into the age-old evidence of the senses. For
the avant-garde, the challenges of the new media were the modern in its most concentrated form, but even for aesthetically
unadventurous writers they constituted an element of modern experience that could hardly be ignored.Camera Works thus traces
some of the more utopian projects of the transatlantic avant-garde, including the Readie machine of Bob Brown, which was to turn
stories and poems into strips of linguistic film. The influence of photography and film on the avant-garde is traced from the early
days of Camera Work, through the enthusiasm of Eugene Jolas and the contributors to his magazine transition, to the crisis
created by the introduction of sound in the late 1920s.Subsequent chapters describe the entirely new kind of sensory enjoyment
brought into modern American fiction by the new media. What Fitzgerald calls "spectroscopic gayety," the enjoyable disorientation
of the senses by machine perception, turns out to be a powerful force in much American fiction. The revolutionary possibilities of
this new spectatorship and its limitations are pursued through a number of examples, including Dos Passos, James Weldon
Johnson, and Hemingway. Together, these chapters offer a new and substantially different account of the relationship between
modern American literature and the mediatized society of the early twentieth century.With a comprehensive introduction and
detailed particular readings, Camera Works substantiates a new understanding of the formal and historical bases of modernism. It
argues that when modern literature and art respond to modernity, on a formal level, they are responding to the intervention of
technology in the transmission of meaning, an intervention that unsettles all the terms in the essential relationship of human
consciousness to the world of phenomena.

Following in the steps of the socio-political turn of the discipline, Equity in Mathematics Education: Addressing a
Changing World emerged as a response of the editor and the chapter authors to the enormous changes that have in the
last years occurred at a global level (for example, the ongoing war in Syria, the political [in]actions of powerful nations to
fight climate change, the rise of far-right parties in many countries around the world, and so on). In recent years, massive
migration waves from the Middle East have caused significant demographic changes to many European countries,
Canada and the US, that are reflected in schools and classrooms. These observations have led this book’s contributors
to reconsider the concept and/or practice of equity, and its related concept, social justice, and the role of mathematics
education research in addressing and promoting a fairer world. Contrary to other, perhaps highly specialized books
concerned with similar topics, this book aims to provide a smooth, yet deep introduction to those who are new to this
research area. Equity in Mathematics Education: Addressing a Changing World contributes to the understanding of
equity and its complex relations to mathematics education. It is anticipated that it will support individuals in teaching,
educational research, policy making and planning, and teacher education, in becoming more aware of the interplay
between school mathematics and socio-political issues that, ultimately, impacts the lives of learners and their
communities, teachers as practitioners and as citizens, the wider society, and the world as a whole. Even though each
chapter can be read independently of others, an engagement with all chapters in this volume will provide readers with a
solid holistic understanding of the research territory of equity and mathematics education.
Examines the ways in which the frontier myth influences American culture and politics, drawing on fiction, western films,
and political writing
Background information accompanies the story of a young man, newly rich, who tries to recapture the past and win back
his former love, despite the fact that she has married
? Universities have stood for 900 years in Western culture with most of their institutional structures essentially
unchanged. They still serve three basic functions: educating the faculty, teaching students and gathering knowledge.
Funding is, and always has been, the main difficulty within universities and most of the problems critics point to can be
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traced to a lack of it—universities, it seems, are always in crisis. The authors demonstrate that universities are in fact
doing well. They generate an immense amount of research and drive the development of new technologies. On the
whole, faculty members teach pretty well and students are in fact learning (at least something), and the challenges of
inadequate funding are faced with adequate success.
Exploring the practice of writing through stylistics, Jeremy Scott draws on the work of writers and theorists to show how
stylistic techniques can help writers enhance their own fiction. Negotiating the creative-critical crossover, this book helps
students develop practical writing skills and a critical awareness of creative possibilities.
Focusing on texts written between 1880 and 1930, this book explores the concept of the 'counterfeit', both in terms of
material goods and invented identities, and the ways that the acquisition of objects came to define individuals in
American culture and literature.
This book brings together researchers with cognitive-scientific and literary backgrounds to present innovative research in all three
variations on the possible interactions between literary studies and cognitive science. The tripartite structure of the volume reflects
a more ambitious conception of what cognitive approaches to literature are and could be than is usually encountered, and thus
aims both to map out and to advance the field. The first section corresponds to what most people think of as "cognitive poetics" or
"cognitive literary studies": the study of literature by literary scholars drawing on cognitive-scientific methods, findings, and/or
debates to yield insights into literature. The second section demonstrates that literary scholars needn't only make use of cognitive
science to study literature, but can also, in a reciprocally interdisciplinary manner, use a cognitively informed perspective on
literature to offer benefits back to the cognitive sciences. Finally, the third section, "literature in cognitive science", showcases
some of the ways in which literature can be a stimulating object of study and a fertile testing ground for theories and models, not
only to literary scholars but also to cognitive scientists, who here engage with some key questions in cognitive literary studies with
the benefit of their in-depth scientific knowledge and training.
The Routledge Handbook of Stylistics provides a comprehensive introduction and reference point to key areas in the field of
stylistics. The four sections of the volume encompass a wide range of approaches from classical rhetoric to cognitive neuroscience
and cover core issues that include: historical perspectives centring on rhetoric, formalism and functionalism the elements of
stylistic analysis that include the linguistic levels of foregrounding, relevance theory, conversation analysis, narrative, metaphor,
speech acts, speech and thought presentation and point of view current areas of ‘hot topic’ research, such as cognitive poetics,
corpus stylistics and feminist/critical stylistics emerging and future trends including the stylistics of multimodality, creative writing,
hypertext fiction and neuroscience Each of the thirty-two chapters provides: an introduction to the subject; an overview of the
history of the topic; an analysis of the main current and critical issues; a section with recommendations for practice, and a
discussion of possible future trajectory of the subject. This handbook includes chapters written by some of the leading stylistics
scholars in the world today, including Jean Boase-Beier, Joe Bray, Michael Burke, Beatrix Busse, Ronald Carter, Billy Clark,
Barbara Dancygier, Catherine Emmott, Charles Forceville, Margaret Freeman, Christiana Gregoriou, Geoff Hall, Patrick Colm
Hogan, Lesley Jeffries, Marina Lambrou, Michaela Mahlberg, Rocio Montoro, Nina Nørgaard, Dan Shen, Michael Toolan and
Sonia Zyngier. The Routledge Handbook of Stylistics is essential reading for researchers, postgraduates and undergraduate
students working in this area.
Applied Practice in the Great GatsbyRitual UnboundReading Sacrifice in Modernist FictionUniversity of Delaware Press
This carefully compiled collection includes ten of the greatest novels of all time about the plight of married women. The works are
masterpieces in storytelling: powerfully presenting the characters, their relationships and their historical context, in poignant and
unforgettable terms. It's a worthwhile tome for anyone wishing to see the progression of women's rights and a must-read for
students of feminist literature. The collection includes: F. Scott Fitzgerald The Great Gatsby Nathaniel Hawthorne The Scarlet
Letter Leo Tolstoy Anna Karenina Gustave Flaubert Madame Bovary William Makepeace Thackeray Vanity Fair Willa Cather My
Antonia Henry James The Portrait of a Lady Anne Bronte The Tenant of Wildfell Hall Mary Elizabeth Braddon Lady Audley's
Secret Virginia Woolf Mrs Dalloway in Bond Street
Over the past two hundred years, Western North Carolina has evolved from a mountainous frontier known for illicit moonshine
production into a renowned destination for craft beer. Follow its story from the wild days of saloons and the first breweries of the
1870s through one of the longest Prohibitions in the nation. Eventually, a few bold entrepreneurs started the first modern
breweries in Asheville, and formerly dry towns and counties throughout the region started to embrace the industry. The business of
beer attracts jobs, tourists and dollars, as well as mixed emotions, legal conundrums and entrepreneurial challenges. Join awardwinning beer writer Anne Fitten Glenn as she narrates the storied history of brewing in Western North Carolina.
Who is this Gatsby anyhow? Answering that question, voiced by one of the book's characters, is fundamental to teaching F. Scott
Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby. Although there is no simple answer, classroom analysis of this classic American novel can lead to
a rich exploration of the colorful yet contradictory period Fitzgerald dubbed the Jazz Age. The novel also prompts considerations of
novelistic technique, specifically point of view, characterization, and narrative structure. This volume aims to give instructors of The
Great Gatsby multiple tools and strategies for teaching the novel and for introducing students to the culture of the 1920s. Part 1,
"Materials," reviews the novel's composition history and the scholarly resources related to the novel. In part 2, "Approaches,"
contributors demonstrate a range of frameworks that usefully inform teaching, from the new historicism to feminist and gender
studies to narrative theory. They also examine the novel's complex artistry, variety of motifs and symbol patterns, and cultural and
social influences, such as the era's changing racial attitudes, the rise of a new suburban culture, and the dichotomy of East versus
West in America.
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